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Self-Organization of a New Economic Order
－Based on the East Asian Quadrangle１）－

Kenji Tominomori

Chinese foreign trade has increased explosively in the recent
decade. Although based primarily on China’s own radical trade
opening policy, such trade would be impossible without organic rela-
tionships with other countries. Increasing FDI flows, a bilateral up-
surge of trade with Japan and Korea in close technological relation-
ships, and relatively unilateral relationships with the U.S. and EU
as absorbers of Chinese goods were especially important in this con-
cern. A second aspect that deserves notice is the reciprocal excite-
ment relationships among those elements that have developed spi-
rally. Such dynamics of spiral development in reciprocal excitement
relationships with an emergent result cannot be explained ade-
quately either by ordinary international economics or linkage theory．
“Biological self-organization theory”may be useful in explaining
such dynamics. The paper first depicts the emergence of the new in-
ternational trade order, and then attempts an experimental analysis
to explain its dynamics using“biological self-organization”theory.

JEL Classification Numbers: F０２，F１４
Key Words: Trade, International Economics, World Trade, FDI

1. Emergence of a Chinese-Initiated Trading Order

There may be no more conspicuous development in recent world trade
than the Chinese exporting explosion. Not only is it felt in the daily lives of
people in most advanced countries, is it also realized in various official statis-
tics.

For example, according to DOT statistics from the IMF, which are summa-
rized in Fig．1 below, China（including both the mainland and Hong Kong）
achieved the most consistent and largest expansion of exports during the
recent decade（an increase of 2.5 times during the period between 1994 and
2003）．Although both the U.S. and the EU２）attained a certain degree of export
growth in the first half of the decade（presumably based on the IT boom），in
the latter half of the decade this export growth stagnated.

Japan, the well-known mercantilist, experienced relative stagnation of its

Econ. J. of Hokkaido Univ.,
Vol．３４（２００５），pp．２１５‐２３１

１）The paper is a performance attained from the collaboration with Prof. Ren Yun of Obirin univer-
sity, so that the author greatly owes to him, although the author assume whole responsibility for
the paper.
２）With regard to representative EU countries（France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and the UK），
export trade expanded 44％ during 1993-97，but the ratio declined to 6.5％ during the 1997-2002.
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export trade during the decade and by the end of this period had finally been
surpassed by China. Korea showed steady growth, although in terms of the
absolute amount this was not as large as the volume in other countries.

In addition, Fig．2 reveals the U.S. has played a conspicuous role as an
absorber of Chinese exports, both in terms of absolute value and increasing
percentage. The EU and Japan also have played a similar role, albeit to a little
smaller degree. Although Korea also has expanded its imports from China re-
markably, its role as an absorber is still not so great.

If we combine the findings from Fig．2 with those shown in Fig．3，the
following important points are also revealed.
� With regard to the relationship with the U.S. and the EU, the other side

Figure 1．Exporting of various countries（billion dollars）

Figure 2．Chinese exporting toward various countries（billion dollars）

Figure 3．Exporting of various countries to China（billion dollar）
Source: DOT by IMF. Here China include both mainland and Hong Kong, and the total amount of

France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and UK represent EU.
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of the trade flows（that is, Chinese importing）is not as large as the
Chinese exporting shown in Fig．2. This means the trade flows have
brought about substantial trade deficits on both the U.S. and EU sides.
Therefore so far as trade between China and the U.S. or the EU is con-
cerned, we can state there was a more or less unilateral relationship. In
other words, a technologically-related reciprocal evoking relationship
cannot be discerned here.

� Japanese exporting to China not only has increased remarkably in par-
allel with its importing from China, but has also brought about a trade
surplus on the Japanese side that is entirely different from the case of
the U.S. and the EU．３）A similar phenomenon is also found in Korean
trading with China．

Even from these simple findings taken from general trade statistics, we
can now sketch out a broad picture of what has happened in recent interna-
tional trade.

China occupies the central part of the picture, mainly through its enor-
mous expansion of export trade. Other countries played their roles to help
Chinese export expansion, each in a different way.

Areas such as U.S. or the EU played roles as absorbers of Chinese goods;
Japan or Korea seem to have fulfilled another role.

Thus the whole picture could be summarized as“an emergence of a new
trading order initiated by China and based on an East Asian sub-
order”．

What must be addressed next are the issues of how this order has been
formed, and the nature of the sub-order. We will first address the latter ques-
tion in the following section, and then analyze the issue raised by the former
question.

2. Reciprocal Evoking Relationships that are Techno-
logically Interwoven between China and Japan or
Korea

Unlike the unilateral characteristic noted in the trade relationship be-
tween China and the U.S. or the EU, a more parallel and apparently bilateral
relationship is found between China and Japan or Korea. We presume from
this relationship there must be some type of reciprocal, complementary rela-
tionship between the relevant countries that is in some manner organic. For
this reason we have dared to refer to this relationship by using the expression
“East Asian sub-order”．

Through a more detailed observation of the facts it is easily found that
among Chinese export goods, the most growth has been in manufacturing

３）Occasionally a misleading understanding about Japan’s trade deficit with China has been re-
ported. This misunderstanding is caused mainly by the exclusion of Japanese trade with HK from
the statistics. Such trade is mostly intermediary trade through HK between mainland China and
Japan, which should be included in the trade between Japan and China.
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goods, in particular electric and electronic goods or other processed machinery,
whereas trade statistics from Japan’s Ministry of Finance clarify the fastest
growing imports from Japan recently were generally high tech-oriented sup-
plies of components for production in China of the items indicated above. In
other words, trade flows between the two countries are found to have a deep,
technologically interwoven relationship. And precisely from this relationship
we can say there must have been a reciprocal, evoking relationship between
China and Japan. For example, as Chinese computer production increased, it
naturally expanded China’s demand for printed circuits, an indispensable
component, which evoked the import of high-quality, reasonably-priced
Japanese-made printed circuits that enabled the further development of com-
puter production. Thus there has developed a typical reciprocal, evoking（or
exciting）relationship. We surmise such relationships have not only developed
between two single goods, but also have developed as a nexus of such relation-
ships. This is the reason we attempt to apply“biological self-organization the-
ory”to this development, as we discuss below. For the moment, however, we
would like confine our discussion to verifying the various technologically inter-
woven developments between various Chinese exports to Japan and the re-
verse trade flows of components from the Japanese side.

The following analyses are based on international trade statistics sup-
plied by Japan’s Ministry of Finance, which indicate trade flows of each com-
modity for each country（or area）．The commodity classification is given here
using the four-digit Harmonized System Number; flow amounts are based on
a unit of one billion U.S. dollars. In each table, the left-hand column indicates
Chinese exporting to Japan, and the other columns indicate Japanese export-
ing to China. We can now show the relationship of the trade flows between the
two countries with regard to goods presumed to have a close, technologically
complementary relationship.

� Such a technologically complementary relationship apparently exists
between computers（8471）and integrated circuits（8542）or printed cir-
cuits（8534）．Table 1.1 indicates trade flows of Chinese exports of 8471
（computers） and Japanese exports of 8542（IC） and 8534（printed cir-
cuits）during the decade 1994-2003．We find not only that all relevant
flows has increased enormously（by 10 times，4 times and 8 times,
respectively），but also that the simple correlation coefficients between
them are reasonably high（0.9662 between 8471 and 8542, 0.8901 be-
tween 8471 and 8534）．

� As another technologically related case we checked the relationship be-
tween Chinese exporting flows of 8529（parts for transmission appara-
tus, radar or reception apparatus for TV）and Japanese exporting of
8525（transmission apparatus）, 8534（printed circuits）and 8542（IC）．
This relationship is shown in Table 1.2．Again we found that all trade
flows showed a conspicuous increase（14 times，3.4 times，8 times and
4.5 times, respectively），and the correlation coefficients are high（0.9766,
0.9465 and 0.9476 for 8529 and 8525, 8534, 8542，respectively）．
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� A similar relationship is found between Chinese exporting flows of 8528
（reception apparatus for TV, video recorder）and Japanese exporting
flows of 8529, 8534 and 8542（Table 1.3），which are conceived to have
a close, technologically complementary relationship. The trade flows in-
creased 17 times，24 times，8 times and 4.5 times, respectively, during
the decade, and the correlation coefficients are 0.8628，0.9575 and
0.8846 for 8528 and 8529, 8534, 8542, respectively.

� Chinese production of automobiles and Japanese exporting of automo-
bile parts also has a similar technologically complementary relationship.
Both items increased outstandingly（Table 1.4），particularly in the latter
half of the decade（6 times and 2.5 times respectively），with a high corre-
lation coefficient（0.9833 for the decade as a whole）．

� Since it is known that IC（8542）are used in the production of computers
（8471）and TV reception apparatus（8528），we attempted several mul-
tiple regression analyses by designating the former（exports of 8542
from Japan to China）as a dependent variable and the latter two catego-

Table１．１

８４７１c ８５４２j ８５３４j

１９９４ ７．６ ２１７ １１．５

１９９５ ２４．７ ２７２ １７．１

１９９６ ４８．９ ２８７ ２３．７

１９９７ ５９．７ ３８３ ３１

１９９８ ５１．１ ３５５ ３８．１

１９９９ ６０．５ ３９６ ４０．８

２０００ １２１ ５３９ ６１．３

２００１ ２２８ ５４３ ６６．４

２００２ ４９４ ７６１ ７９．１

２００３ ７６６ ９８１ ９４．４

Table１．２

８５２９c ８５２５j ８５３４j ８５４２j

１９９４ １１．３ ５４ １１．５ ２１７

１９９５ １７．５ ４９．７ １７．１ ２７２

１９９６ ２９ ４７．７ ２３．７ ２８８

１９９７ ３２ ４６．２ ３１ ３８３

１９９８ ２８．７ ４９．３ ３８．１ ３５５

１９９９ ２９．３ ４８．９ ４０．８ ３９６

２０００ ５８．５ ８７．７ ６１．３ ５３９

２００１ １１８．８ １２１．１ ６６．４ ５４３

２００２ １２２ １５３．５ ７９．１ ７６２

２００３ １６２．４ １９５．２ ９４．４ ９８１

Table１．３

８５２８c ８５２９j ８５３４j ８５４２j

１９９４ ４．６ １１．３ １１．５ ２１．７

１９９５ １０．９ １７．５ １７．１ ２７．２

１９９６ １７ ２９ ２３．７ ２８．８

１９９７ ２１．７ ３２ ３１ ３８．３

１９９８ ３２．８ ２８．７ ３８．１ ３５．５

１９９９ ３７．５ ２９．３ ４０．８ ３９．６

２０００ ４６．７ ５８．５ ６１．３ ５３．９

２００１ ７９．７ １１８．８ ６６．４ ５４．３

２００２ ８１．２ １２２ ７９．１ ７６．２

２００３ ７７．６ ２７７ ９４．４ ９８．１

Table１．４

Chinese automobile

production
８７０８j

１９９４ ２２３１６ １３８

１９９５ ２４５２３ １４５

１９９６ ３３１７４ １５０

１９９７ ３５０４０ １５５

１９９８ ３２８３３ １６０

１９９９ ３３９５７ １８０

２０００ ５７６９３ ２００

２００１ ９０５５３ ２２０

２００２ １０８６２９ ３２０

２００３ ２０６７２３ ４５０

Table１．Commodity trade between China and Japan

Source: Japan Ministry of Finance, China National Statistic Bureau.

Unit: one billion dollars, except the left line of T.1.4（where the amounts are given in terms of physical numbers of prod-

ucts）.

Numbers are４digit harmonized system number.

c and j at the end of HS number each stands for Chinese export to Japan and Japanese export to China.
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ries（Chinese exports of 8471 and 8528 to Japan）as independent vari-
ables. The result（Appendix 1）is satisfactory, with high t values and sig-
nificance levels.

� A similar relationship exists between printed circuits（8534）and pro-
duction of computers（8471）as well as TV reception apparatus（8528）．
We performed a similar multiple regression for these as well, designat-
ing the former Japanese exports to China as a dependent variable and
the two Chinese exports to Japan as independent variables. This result
was also acceptable（Appendix 2）．

We must note here the existence of such high correlations between the
time series change of two variables indicating interaction of trade flows, as
noted in（1）to（4）above, does not directly signify a real, active mutual evok-
ing relationship between the trade flows. It is at best circumstantial evidence.
The multiple regressions described in（5）or（6）seem to give us stronger evi-
dence for the hypothesis the recent upsurge of Japanese IC or printed circuit
exports to China has been evoked by the increase in production and exporting
of Chinese computers and TV reception apparatus. Still, this does not supply
perfect evidence of such a“reciprocal evoking（or exciting）relationship．”
Indeed, there is no analytical tool to prove such a relationship directly. If we
have enough understanding about the indispensable technological relation-
ships between various products as taken up so far, however, the accumulation
of“circumstantial evidence”as mentioned above could, we believe, be suffi-
cient to argue the reason there has been an explosive upsurge of trade flows
between two countries is the existence of mutual complementary and evoking
relationships of related trading goods.

３． FDI and Chinese Exports

(a) China’s FDI-assisted export upsurge
Another very important fact lying behind China’s remarkable export

increase is the conspicuous role played by foreign direct investment（FDI）‐
related business in enhancing Chinese exporting, particularly in the electric or
electronic industries that are more or less high tech-based.

Various official statistics clarify the following points;
First, Table 2 prepared from Chinese Statistical Yearbook data illustrates

the basic fact that much of the recent increase of Chinese exports has been de-
pendent on FDI business.

It is also reported that the fastest growing industrial sectors among
China’s exports have been the machinery and electric-electronic industries,
which are among the industries with the largest share of FDI business．４）

４）According to Figure１in“Tokyo-Mitsubishi Review”（2003, issue No．9），the machinery and
electric-electronic fields have consecutively shown the largest export growth in a three-month
moving average graph during the period１９９８‐２００３，with the exception of a turning point around

Kenji Tominomori２２０



The next question is which kind of FDI has played the primary role.
According to the official statistics shown in Table 3，the major investors

have been Hong Kong, the Virgin Islands, the U.S. and Japan. Taiwan ranks
only fifth or sixth among the largest investors. For unresolved political rea-
sons，５）however, real Taiwanese FDI in mainland China is understood to in-
clude so-called roundabout investment via Hong Kong or the Virgin Islands（a
tax haven）．It is not easy to make a precise assessment about how much of the
HK or Virgin Island FDI is roundabout investment from Taiwan. Still, it could
be safely said that total Taiwan-related FDI must be the largest if we add this
roundabout investment．６）

(b) Propensity of Taiwanese FDI in China to be in IT -related industries
What should be remarked particularly with regard to Taiwanese FDI in

China is its strong propensity to be in IT-related industries, and the sharp up-
turn evident around 1997．

At the beginning of 1990，Taiwan IT-related FDI in mainland China was
only at the 30 million dollar level. This increased to the 400 to 500 million dol-

２０００．Professor Fukao（2003，p．95）also gives us another table indicating the share of FDI business
in Chinese industries, in which electronic and communication equipment shows the highest figure
（65.4％）．
５）Despite long-lasting political tension existing between the mainland and Taiwan, a gradual
relaxation began in 1987 when the Taiwanese government first liberalized private remittances of
money abroad within a limit of＄500，which was further enhanced by liberalization of direct
investment via third-party nations. Due to the so-called“Look to the South”policy taken by the
Taiwanese government, however, which feared sudden economic access to the mainland,
regulatory policy on FDI, even after 1987，still remained in place to some extent.
６）An estimation given by reliable observers（Kawashima and Nonaka，2003，p．53）indicates the ac-
tual share of Taiwan in total FDI must be somewhere between 30～40％．

Table２．Share of FDI business in Chinese export

Year ％

１９８８ ５．２

１９８９ ９．４

１９９０ １２．６

１９９１ １６．８

１９９２ ２０．４

１９９３ ２５．８

１９９４ ２８．７

１９９５ ３１．５

１９９６ ４０．８

１９９７ ３８．８

１９９８ ４４．１

１９９９ ４５．５

２０００ ４７．９

２００１ ５０．１

２００２ ５１．５

Source: Chinese Statistical Yearbook.
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lar level in 1993，and stagnated again for a while thereafter. Such investment
experienced another explosive upsurge in 1997，however, climbing to the 875
million dollar level, and accounted for 37.3％ and 42.9％ of total Taiwanese
FDI in China in 1998 and 1999，respectively. Again in 2000 and 2001 such FDI
showed another sharp upturn and reached 1. 46 and 1.25 billion dollars, re-
spectively, thus accounting for about 50％ of all Taiwanese FDI in China．７）

Thus the period 1997-1999 can be understood as a critical turning point with
regard to the increase in Taiwanese IT-related FDI.

It should also be noticed the conspicuous upsurge of Taiwanese FDI in
China inevitably brought about a so-called hollowing-out of Taiwanese indus-
tries. This phenomenon looks to be particularly large in the information tech-
nology sector, as shown in a data supplied by Taiwanese government． This
data indicates that in most areas of the IT industry, production in mainland
China already exceeded the 60％ level in 2002，except in the case of final prod-
ucts such as notebook computers, where Taiwan domestic production was still
at the 70％ level．８）

(c) Results of increased Taiwanese FDI in China
The conspicuous increase of general Taiwanese FDI in China has natu-

rally produced several important results.
First, it generated a remarkable export flow from Taiwan to China.
It is reported that Taiwanese exports to China increased 3.8 times during

the decade 1991-2000，whereas total Taiwanese exports increased 2.2 times
during the same period. The former increase was outstandingly higher than
the increase of Taiwanese exports to the U.S．（approximately 60％）or Japan
（approximately 50％）during the decade. Furthermore, the degree of Taiwan-
ese export trading linkage to Hong Kong increased even more during the dec-
ade, by more than 7.0 times, even though the figure was already high（6.00）in
1991．

It is naturally understood that the shift of production plants to mainland
China induced a flow of components or materials from Taiwan to mainland
China, which must be the primary explanation for this matter. An official sta-
tistic of the Chinese government（China Ministry of Commerce Statistics，
2003），for example, indicates China’s IT-related imports from Taiwan were
15.3％ of total Chinese imports of this kind, the third highest after Japan
（18.08％）and ASEAN（17.09％）．The ratio confined to FDI business was also
reported to be 17.18％，second only to Japan（21.13％）．

The second important result of the increase in Taiwanese FDI in China is
the general upsurge of Chinese exporting to the world. It is also widely known
the main contributor to such a remarkable increase of Chinese exporting has
been the increase of FDI, of which Taiwan accounts for the greatest share－
nearly 40％ as already described. In particular, Taiwanese IT-related FDI in
mainland China has actually contributed greatly to the total upsurge of do-

７）Mukoyama（2002），p．５７
８）Even as to notebook computer, it is observed to move to Mainland after 2003．
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mestic production in mainland China’s IT industry, which ranked fifth in the
world in IT production in 1998，advanced to fourth place in 1999，third place in
2000 and finally to number two behind the U.S. in 2002．It is also reported
that 56％ of mainland China’s IT production is that of Taiwanese businesses．９）

If we confine the matter only to Taiwan’s IT-related FDI and mainland China’s
computer-related domestic production, we find a strong meaningful relation-
ship between them as explained below.

The basic data are given in Table 4，where X is the stock amount of Tai-
wanese IT-related FDI in China and Y is Chinese domestic production of com-
puters and related commodities. We used these data to perform a simple re-
gression equation analysis（Appendix 3）．

The results are so satisfactory that we can conclude Taiwanese IT-related
FDI undoubtedly contributed Chinese domestic production of computers.

Two other remarkable points in particular should be addressed here.
One is that Chinese exporting to Taiwan is not as great as opposite com-

modity flows. Mukoyama１０）reported that Taiwanese imports from China were
only a quarter of its exports to China. As Mukoyama describes, one reason is
presumed to be remaining Taiwanese government regulations. This phenome-
non is also understood, however, to reflect the strategy of Taiwan businesses to
earn as much profit as possible just through expansion of Taiwan-origin
Chinese business.

The other remarkable point is that although Taiwanese FDI attracted Tai-
wanese exports to China（mainly components or materials）as mentioned, it
seems to have attracted an even greater commodity flow from Japan, which
also is composed mainly of high-tech materials as already described above.
Mukoyama presented another report, stating that in China’s machinery indus-

９）Zhang（２００３），p．１
１０）Mukoyama（２００２），p．６０

Table３. Mainland Chinese acceptance of FDI from various areas（Million dollars）

１９９３ １９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１ ２００２

Japan １，３２４ ２，０７５ ３，１０８ ３，６７９ ４，３２６ ３，４００ ２，９７３ ２，９１６ ４，３４８ ４，１９０

HongKong １７，２７４ ５０９ ２０，０６０ ２０，６７７ ２０，６３２ １８，５０８ １６，３６３ １５，５００ １６，７１７ １７，８６１

Taiwan ３，１３１ ３，３９１ ３，１６２ ３，４７５ ３，２８９ ２，９１５ ２，５９９ ２，２９６ ２，９８０ ３，９７１

Korea ３７４ ７２２ １，０４３ １，３５７ ２，１４２ １，８０３ １，２７４ １，４９０ ２，１５２ ２，７２１

Singapore ４９０ １，１８０ １，８５１ ２，２４３ ２，６０６ ３，４０４ ２，６４２ ２，１７２ ２，１４４ ２，３３７

Thailand ２３３ ２３５ ２８８ ３２３ １９４ ２０５ １４８ ２０４ １９４ １８８

Germany ５６ ２５９ ３８６ ５１８ ９９３ ７３７ １，３７３ １，０４１ １，２１３ ９２８

France １４１ １９２ ２８７ ４２４ ４７５ ７１５ ８８４ ８５３ ５３２ ５７６

UK ２２０ ６８９ ９１４ １，３００ １，８５８ １，１７５ １，０４４ １，１６４ １，０５２ ８９６

US ２，０６３ ２，４９１ ３，０８３ ３，４４３ ３，２３９ ３，８９８ ４，２１６ ４，３８４ ４，４１３ ５，４２４

Virgin Is １４ １２８ ３０４ ５３８ １，７１７ ４，０３１ ２，６７３ ３，８３３ ５，０４２ ６，１１７

Others ２，１９３ ２１，８９４ ３，０３４ ３，７４６ ３，７８５ ４，６７０ ４，１２８ ４，８６１ ６，０９１ ７，５３５

Total ２７，５１５ ３３，７６７ ３７，５２０ ４１，７２６ ４５，２５７ ４５，４６３ ４０，１１９ ４０，７１５ ４６，８７８ ５２，７４３

Source: Yearbook of Chinese foreign economic relations and Trade（1992-2003）．
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try, more than 4％ of materials and parts were imported from Japan in 1995
whereas the percentage from Taiwan was less than 0.3％ in the same year,
which suggests one aspect of the matter．１１）

In any event, the fact Taiwanese FDI in China excited a China-Japan rela-
tionship more than a Taiwan-China relationship is really enlightening, in the
sense it points to a vital part of the self-organization of a new international
economic order as analyzed below.

4. Summarizing the Process

So far we have described the emergence of a Chinese-centered new inter-
national economic order in the recent decade, by dividing it into several differ-
ent aspects and not necessarily following the real time order. Now let us sum-
marize this new order by depicting an entire picture of the process according
to the actual time sequence.

At the very beginning of the process there appeared a remarkable upward
tide of FDI in the Chinese market. Table 3 indicates a leap in the trend emerg-
ing in the mid-1990s（1995-96），in particular with regard to FDI by Taiwan（in-
cluding roundabout investment via HK or the Virgin Islands）．It is apparent
that nothing but this tide triggered the entire process that followed．１２）

Far more than actually expected, FDI in China greatly stimulated a suc-
cessful expansion of Chinese production and exporting. In terms of exporting
target markets, the U.S．（as well as the EU on a slightly smaller scale）has

１１）Mukoyama（２００２），p．６３
１２）Another important question concerns what initiated the tide of FDI. At present we believe a cer-
tain maturity of China’s market economy and the realistic prospect of China’s entry into the WTO
basically initiated the tide.

Table４．Taiwanese IT related FDI in Mainland China and

computer production of Mainland China

Y X

１９９３ １７３５ ４４５．０１

１９９４ ３３４３ ６０２．０２

１９９５ ５２９９ ８１６．８２

１９９６ ７８２９ １０９３．６８

１９９７ １１４２６ １９６８．７２

１９９８ １４１９６ ２７２７．６６

１９９９ １８４５５ ３２６５．４２

２０００ ２５５３５ ４７３０．２

２００１ ２８１７４ ５９８５．０３

２００２ ３５２２５ ８６０３．７２

Here X is the stock amount of Taiwanese IT-related investment in Main-

land China, whereas Y is Mainland Chinese domestic production of com-

puters and related commodities（million dollars）

Sources : Chinese Ministry of Information Industry（１９９３‐１９９７）Zhang

（２００３），and Cheng（２００３）．
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played an outstanding role as an absorber of Chinese goods. In terms of goods
categories, machinery has played a vital role, particularly electric and elec-
tronic machinery.

China’s trade relationship with the U.S. or EU has been a relatively uni-
lateral one, however, with the latter regions playing mainly a large role as
export absorbers. Their relationships with Japan（and Korea in a smaller
scale）have been entirely different in this respect. The enormous upsurge of
Chinese production and exporting evoked another huge flow of commodity
imports from Japan（and Korea），composed mainly of high tech-based interme-
diate goods indispensable for the production of goods such as electric and elec-
tronic products. Such conditions enabled Chinese manufacturing to benefit
from a continuous supply of the necessary intermediate goods for a further
production upsurge, in turn stimulating yet another increase in importing of
these intermediate goods from Japan.

Here a typical reciprocal exciting relationship is found between Taiwanese
FDI, Chinese manufacturing and Japanese（or Korean）suppliers. Each side,
participating in the emergent process from a different direction, has given
feedback or feed-forward effects to the relevant partners and thus self-
organized a new emergent（or explosive）international economic order as a
whole. According to our view, the phenomenon seems to be forming a typical
social scientific example of the“biological type self-organization”mainly advo-
cated by the prominent natural scientist Stuart Kauffman, offering us a valu-
able suggestion about the possibility of applying self-organization theory in
economics. We discuss such an application in the final section of the paper.

5. Biological Self-Organization Theory and Its Appli-
cation to the Present Case

In this section, we attempt to illustrate the extent to which the present
case of the emergence of a new international economic order centered on
China（or the East Asian Quadrangle）is becoming a typical example of biologi-
cal type self-organization．１３）

We first give a general definition of the biological self-organization con-
cept, basically drawing on the ideas developed by Stuart Kauffman in his
representative work，“At Home in the Universe”（1995），and additionally mak-
ing use of other concepts such as“holon”（or holonic）based on Koestler
（1967）or“scenario”based on H. Shimizu（1999）．Next we show how well this
thinking can be applied to the emergence of the new economic order we have
outlined above, indicating at the same time how the theory is superior to other
thinking such as“feedback or feed-forward linkage”or“cumulative causa-
tion”in explaining the present case.

１３）Here we use such expressions as“biological self-organization”to distinguish the concept from
another type of self-organization thinking advocated by economists such as Paul Krugman, where
the homogeneity of each participant, which by its nature denies“life process”，is assumed from the
beginning of the theory.
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（General definition of the biological self-organization theory）
Biological self-organization could generally be defined“as a process in

which holonic participants at the micro-level form an interacting web network
by way of mutual interaction or reciprocal excitement guided by a certain
scenario, eventually bringing about an emergent result at the macro level”．
The emergent result at the macro level comes out when this interacting net-
work at the micro level exceeds a certain critical point（or threshold）．The
result usually goes beyond mere linear addition of the holonic participants’
actions．１４）

Crucial here is the complex nature of each holonic participant as a life
process; that is, it has spontaneity, diversity, and changeability. In other
words, a holonic participant takes part in self-organization spontaneously,
gifted with diversified potentialities from which certain selected aspects
emerge according to the changing dynamics of the self-organization process.
Thus changeability forms another necessary element of a holonic participant.
Due to such independent and spontaneous nature of a life process, a holonic
participant also keeps some degree of robustness that cannot be easily
destroyed by other holonic participants. It does not mean, however, such inde-
pendence or robustness could be entirely absolute. As Arthur Koestler once
clarified when he defined“holon”，it has“both the autonomous properties of
wholes and the dependent properties of the parts”．１５） That is to say, even
though sustaining its own spontaneity and relatively robust independence on
one hand, every holonic participant can only survive in organic relational
order with other participants as well as with the macro self-organizing whole.

It is only in this relational order that holonic participants form a web net-
work of reciprocal excitement relations among themselves or between each
participant and the macro whole. Definite aspects of their diversified potenti-
alities actually come to the surface just as a result of actual process of such
reciprocal excitement.

Exactly how actual self-organization will develop remains uncertain, how-
ever, because each holonic participant represents numerous diversified possi-
bilities and there are multiple probable interaction networks among holonic
participants. The process could be compared to a simultaneous equation that
is inappropriately set up, with a greater number of variables than the number

１４）With regard to the detailed process of self-organization through accelerated reciprocal excite-
ment among holonic participants, Shimizu has given an enlightening illustration as follows:
Each“holonic participant”（“KANKEISHI”in his original description）has sensors to accept sig-
nals from other participants. Whenever a participant receives a weak signal, it shows a weak
excitement at first, although it is still uncertain whether the excitement is sustainable. How-
ever even at this stage the weak response, now that it is an excitement, may transmit another
signal from itself to the partner; thus the excitement relationship is, from its beginning, a
reciprocal one. And once a significant and stronger relational order is found somehow between
them, the reciprocal excitement may strengthen to reach a threshold point, bringing about an
emergent self-organization．（Shimizu，1999，pp．84-85; translation by the author）．

１５）Koestler（1967）p．383
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in the equation. Just as some other restraints must be added to an inappropri-
ate simultaneous equation to generate solutions, some other direction, which
we call a“scenario，”must be added to actual self-organization here. How such
a scenario is given may differ according to each case. The scenario would be
given with much flexibility in some cases. In other cases, the scenario may be
tightly fixed. It is also conceivable such difference may greatly affect the char-
acteristics of the relevant self-organizing dynamics.

The final important point with regard to a biological self-organization is
the emergent result at the macro level. As easily imagined by such expres-
sions as“emergence”，the critical essence of the macro result lies in its nature
as a“leap”or geometric series that is something beyond a mere linear addition
of the holonic participants’ actions, as mentioned previously. The degree of the
leap－in other words, how explosive the emergent result will be－may differ
according to the case. Any self-organized result itself, however, should be
comprehended as a life process. It is conceived to be a life process at higher
dimension with higher level of spontaneity, changeability and independent ro-
bustness.

As is known well, Stuart Kauffman, the originator of the theory, has
shown the dramatic birth of the life as the most typical example of biological
self-organization.

According to Kauffman, life was created as an emerging result of self-
organization of diverse pre-biotic molecules. First, under certain circum-
stances that cannot yet be explained satisfactorily, diverse molecules on earth
gathered and executed various interactions among themselves, and when the
web of such interactions exceeded some critical point certain surprising quali-
ties emerged, gifted with the ability to metabolize, reproduce, or in other words
self-catalyze, merely as a result of the self-organization among interacting
molecules. The first life with a singular cell was born in such way．１６）

Kauffman also developed a far more fascinating story about the birth of
multi-cellular life in the“Pre-Cambrian Explosion”，in which various multi-
cellular life-forms appeared explosively on earth 500 millions years ago, as a
result of a condition when“principles of self-organization mingle with chance
and necessity”，１７） this time through participation by diversified single-celled
life-forms.
（Application of the theory to the emergence of the East Asian Quadrangle-
centered economic order）

Kauffman and Hiroshi Shimizu themselves eagerly advocated their read-
ers including the author apply their theories to social science, including eco-
nomics.

Indeed, attempts of the author to apply Kauffman’s and Shimizu’s theo-
ries to several economic situations, including formation of the“Japanese
system”１８） or the explosive IT-related boom in the U.S. economy in the late

１６）Kauffman（１９５５），pp．３‐３０．
１７）Kauffman（１９５５），pp．１２‐１３．
１８）Tominomori（２００２）．
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1990s，１９）were ultimately the result of such suggestions.
We are convinced biological self-organization theory can be applied suit-

ably to the present case of the emergence of a new economic order we have
discussed so far.

Here, the holonic participants of self-organization are the relevant invest-
ing and exporting sectors that have shown remarkable growth in recent years
within the East Asian Quadrangle area.

First, after forecasting further promising market developments after
China’s entry into the WTO, various Taiwanese investors attempted direct or
indirect FDI in the mainland Chinese market. Some industries into which
this investment flowed, and electronics industries in particular, have been
especially successful because Chinese production in these areas, combined
with mainland China’s low-cost and pretty skillful labor, resulted in an unex-
pected upsurge in exporting to the U.S. or EU markets, which eventually
evoked another enormous upsurge of Japanese intermediary goods exporting
to China. The latter trade flows not only enabled further development of the
relevant Chinese industries, they also awakened the relatively stagnant Japa-
nese（or Korean）high-tech industries and determined the direction of develop-
ment of all related sectors in these areas.

Here what is realized is a typical biological self-organization process, let-
ting each industrial sector in these regions a“holonic participant”in the proc-
ess. Each sector in these regions could potentially embrace various develop-
ment possibilities. In that sense, each holonic participant had initially main-
tained diversity and changeability. Only definite directions of development
that were supported by reciprocal complementary and reciprocal excitement
relationships among the relevant players（holonic participants in our terminol-
ogy），however, could be actualized. Exactly because of such reciprocal excite-
ment relationships, there appeared an enormous upsurge of development in
all related sectors.

The next questions that must be asked, then, are what was the guiding
scenario and when did the threshold（critical point）of the self-organization
appear.

Because China initiated her policy of economic reform and opening to the
rest of the world from 1978 under the strong leadership of Deng Xiaoping, and
the first stage of this policy－in which mainly development of township enter-
prises played a key role in the process and FDI business expanded－was draw-
ing to a close at the start of the 1990s, it might be natural to consider the lead-
ing scenario of the self-organization to be the second stage of China’s reform
and opening policy. A more thorough search for a market economy apparently
represented the core element of the second stage, which was taken over by the
decision to enter the WTO in the latter half of the 1990s. In other words,
China’s policy to enhance industrialization, through further opening both her
commodity and capital markets to the outside, was doubtlessly the key ele-
ment of the scenario.

１９）Tominomori（２００１）．
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We understand the critical point of the self-organization to have been
around 1998-99，because in each set of data we have used（Fig．1，Fig．2，Fig．3
and Table 2）we find a turning point emerging in a leap after temporary stag-
nation. To state the case in a slightly different way, we observe that in the first
half of the decade（1994-97）the process advanced rather slowly to a threshold
around１９９８，which brought about an explosion afterwards, although it may
not be easy to give a direct proof of the threshold point mathematically．２０）

One criticism against our argument attempting to apply biological self-
organization theory to the recent explosive emergence of a new international
economic order centered on China（or the East Asian Quadrangle）might be to
assert there are already tools in established economics to explain such a proc-
ess. So-called“backward linkage”and“forward linkage”thinking or“cumu-
lative causation”thinking in particular are mentioned in this regard. We
believe the above alternative thinking cannot explain every aspect of what has
been actually self-organized in the East Asian Triangle, however, for the
following reasons.

Paul Krugman, depending on A. Hirshman’s“The strategy of Economic
Development”（Yale University Press，1958），has given a definition of back-
ward linkage and forward linkage as follows:２１）“an industry creates a back-
ward linkage when its demand enables an upstream to be established at mini-
mum economic scale”．Similarly, he describes forward linkage as occurring
when“development of an upstream industry reduce the cost of downstream
user industry to push them over threshold of scale economy”．

As easily understood, such linkage thinking both backwards and forwards
is considered basically within one developing country and does not cover an
international borderless area such as the East Asian Quadrangle we are con-
sidering. For example, under backward linkage the development of a Chinese
computer industry should generate demand for upstream industries such as
liquid crystal devices or integrated circuit production by Chinese firms them-
selves; it is not considered as having any affect in evoking a further increase
of already advanced Japanese（or Korean）liquid crystal device or integrated
circuit production, which are already far beyond the threshold of scale econ-
omy. With regard to forward linkage as well, what is lowering the costs of
Chinese downstream industries is not developing Chinese upstream indus-
tries, but rather already-developed Japanese upstream industries（in this
sense it is rather hampering Chinese upstream industries！），although such a
real relationship between Chinese downstream and Japanese upstream indus-
tries might be considered as a variant of forward linkage in international
context to some extent.

So-called“cumulative causation”also definitely differs from our concept

２０）In detonating the explosion at the critical point（１９９８），two things should be noted particularly:
one is the fact China was exempted from Asian financial crisis in１９９７，and the other is the real ap-
proach of China’s entry into WTO. Both developments gave a certain guarantee to foreign busi-
ness in trading with China.
２１）Krugman, P（１９９５），p．２０．
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of self-organization of the East Asian Quadrangle.
Paul Krugman gives a brief interpretation of cumulative causation as

follows:

Suppose that a regional economy grows to the critical point at which it be-
comes profitable to replace imports of some good subject to scale economies with
local production. This import substitution will expand regional employment,
drawing in workers from other regions; and in so doing will further expand the
local market. This market expansion may, in turn, provide the market size nec-
essary to induce a second round of import substitution, and so on－a cascade of
growth reflecting the circular relationship between market size and the range of
industries that a region possesses.

The story can, of course, be elaborated. In particular, if you add forward as
well as backward linkage, the growth need not be solely due to import substitu-
tion, but may involve some export growth as well. But surely the basic idea is
very clear.
（P. Krugman，Development, Geography and Economic Theory，Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts: MIT Press，１９９５，p．４９）

It is true the development of some Chinese industries boosted by FDI has
contributed to the substitution of these industries’ products for imports and
further cumulative causation through expansion of local labor and commodity
markets. It has also resulted in their strong export growth as already de-
scribed. One important fact is overlooked in the cumulative causation thinking
described above, however: i.e., the fact the development of Chinese industries
evoked greater-than-expected growth in Japanese or Korean high-tech indus-
tries. And it is now obvious the boundary of the“cumulative causation”was
caused by its local context, without an international perspective.

We may be able to apply a part of above approach to our case, however, by
widening the thinking to a more international context. Still, another question
arises here as follows.

Our self-organization does contain both micro and macro aspects in its
theoretical constellation. In its micro level, this includes a reciprocal excite-
ment relationship between the holonic participants（in the present case, vari-
ous industries in relevant areas）in our self-organization. So far as such micro
matters are concerned, already established ideas such as backward and for-
ward linkage or cumulative causation could be partly applied to our case with
an important modification as described above. But the self-organization theory
also points to the macro phenomena, such as an emergence on an unexpected
scale of a new economic order, which cannot be addressed by those ideas that
have appeared in established economics so far.

Thus, obviously, explaining developments such as the emergence of a new
economic order having the East Asian Quadrangle as its core urgently re-
quires us to apply a new theoretical method such as biological self-
organization theory. This paper is an attempt to move in such a direction.

Emeritus Professor, Hokkaido University
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Appendix
１：Multiple regression between Japanese IC export to China（Yi），and Chinese computer export to
Japan（X i

１）and Chinese TV & video recorder reception apparatus（X i
２）

Yi＝２４４．２５＋０．６９６X i
１＋２．４３０X i

２

（７．８２６） （５．９４２） （２．４３１） （ ）＝t value
＊＊＊ ＊＊＊ ＊＊

R＝０．９８２ R２＝０．９６４

２：Multiple regression between Japanese printed circuit export to China（Yi），and Chinese
computer export to Japan（X i

１）and Chinese TV & video reception apparatus to Japan（X i
２）

Yi＝１２．８２４＋０．０３７X i
１＋０．６５X i

２

（３．１９１） （２．４５） （５．０５） （ ）＝t value
＊＊ ＊＊ ＊＊＊

R＝０．９７７ R２＝０．９５５

３：Simple regression between the stock of Taiwanese IT-related FDI in China（Yi）and Chinese do-
mestic production of computer（Xi）

Yi＝２４８７．００６＋４．１７８４Xi

（t＝１５．４６）
＊＊

R＝０．９８３６ R２＝０．９６７６
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